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ON QUASI-MARKOV PROCESSES OF MULTIPLE

ORDER AND OS-POSITIVE PROCESS

JAI HEUI KIM

1. Introduction

There are many results about Markov processes because they are very
important in the theory of stochastic processes. But, sometime (in cer
tain problems of quantum mechanics, image analysis, computer graphic,
information theory, etc.), we can see more general stochastic processes
than Markov processes, which it is not easy to deal with (see [1], [3], [4],
[5] and [7]).

The motivation for the work behind this paper arose in the Markov
extension problem for OS-positive processes: For any OS-positive pro
cess X(t), find a measurable function h and a Markov process :K(t) such
that X(t) = h(X(t) (cf. [1] and [7]). In system theory, this is called
tbe"'stoc1iaSticrealization problem ([10]). This probleni"is very dHlicwt
and we can not still solve it. So, in this present paper, we introduce
quasi-Markov processes of multiple order and prove that these are OS
positivity processes under the symmetricity condition (Theorem 2.4).
And we solve the quasi-Markov extension problem for quasi-Markov pro
cesses of multiple order as a restriction of the Markov extension problem
for OS-positive processes (Theorem 2.5).

In Section 3, as some extension to two dimensional random fields for
our results, we will give a problem without proof which will be presented
elsewhere.
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2. Results

Jai Heui Kim

We begin by defining our basic notions. Let X(t), tEE be a sto
chastic process on the parameter set E with the underlying probability
space (n,F, P), i.e., each X(t) : n -+ RI is an F-measurable function.
Throughout this section the parameter set E will be restricted to the
set Z of all integers. The process X(n), n E Z is said to be symmetric if
for every n ;::: 1 and every sequence E_n, ... ,En of Borel sets of RI, we
have

DEFINITION 2.1. One says that the process X(n), n E X has the
quasi-Markov property of order k (k is a finite natural number) if for
each m < n and for any A E I7(X(i), m < i < n) and BE I7(X(i),i <
m - k + 1, i > n + k - 1), we have

P(ABIX(m - k +1),··· ,X(m),X(n),··. ,X(n + k -1))

(2.1) =P(AIX(m - k + 1)",· ,X(m),X(n),··· ,X(n + k -1)

x P(BIX(m - k + 1),··, ,X(m),X(n),··· ,X(n + k -1)

almost everywhere. Here I7(Y) is the l7-field generated by the random
variable Y, E[XIY] is the conditional expectation of the random variable
X given I7(Y) and P(AIY) = E[lAIY], where lA is the indicator function
of the set A.

For the sake of simplicity, P(AIX(i),'" ,X(j)) and E[YIX(i),'" ,
X(j)] will be denoted by P(YIX!) and E[YIX!], respectively. The quasi
Markov property of order 1 is usual quasi-Markov property (see [2] and
[6]). S.C. Chay[2] and B. Jamison[6] proved that the Markov property
implies the qusai-Markov property. Using the same method as in [2]
and [6], we can prove that the quasi-Markov property implies the quasi
Markov property of order k.

DEFINITION 2.2. One says that the process X(n), n E Z has the
OS-positivity if

(2.2) E[f(X(m),·" ,X(n))/(X(-m),"· ,X(-n)] ;::: 0
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for all 0 ~ m ~ n and any complex valued bounded Borel function f on
R n - m +1•

It is not difficult to prove that every symmetric process with the
Markov property has the OS-positivity. The OS-positivity introduced by
Osterwalder and Schrader [9] is related to certain problem of quantum
mechanics. A. Klein[7] proved that every Gaussian process with OS
positivity can be expressed a function of a symmetric Gaussian Markov
process.

LEMMA 2.3. Let X(n), n E Z be a process such tbat for some p E
[m,n) n N,

(2.3)
E[h(X(m),··· ,X(p))g(X(p+ 1)"" ,X(n»

x h(X(-m), ... ,X(-p»g(X(-p-1),··· ,X(-n))] ~ 0

for all complex valued bounded Borel function g on Rn-p and non
negative bounded Bore1 functions h and h. Tben X (n), n E Z bas tbe
OS-positivity.

Proof. Let

N

F(sm,' .. , sn) = L hj(sm,'" , sp)gj(Sp+b'" , sn),
j=l

where hj, gj, j = 1, 2, ... ,N are complex valued bounded Borel func
tions. It is sufficient· to show that

(2.4) E[F(X(m),'" ,X(n»F(X(-m)"" ,X(-n»] ~ 0

Put

Hi,j = E[gi(X(p + 1)"" ,X(n»gj(X(-p -1)"" ,X(-n»IX~,X=;].

IT
N

'" A·X ·H· ·(w) > 0L.J J) I,) -

i,j=l
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for all vector (.AI,'" , AN) E eN and a.a. w, then (2.4) holds. Since
Hi,/s are u(X(i), m ~ i ~ p, -p ~ i ~ -m)-measurable, to prove (2.4),
it is sufficient to prove that

N

E[h(X(m), ... ,X(p»h(X(-m), ... ,X(-p» L AiXjHj,j] ~ 0
i,j=l

for every nonnegative bounded Borel functions h and h. But the left
hand side of above inequality is equal to
(2.5)

N

L AjXjE[h(X(m), ... ,X(p»h(X(-m),··· ,X(-p»
j,j=l

E[gj(X(p+I),··· ,X(n»gj(X(-p-I),'" ,X(-n»IX~,x=;n]]

N

= L AjXjE[h(X(m), ... , X(p»gi(X(p + 1),,·, ,X(n»
i,j=l

h(X(-m),'" ,X(-p»gj(X(-p - 1)"" ,X(-n»]

N

Put g(sp+t,··· ,sn) = LAi9i(Sp+b'" ,sn). Then 9 satisfies the as
i=l

sumption of Lemma and hence the right hand side of (2.5) is non-
negative. The proof is complete.

THEOREM 2.4. H X(n), n E Z is a symmetric process with the quasi
Markov property of order k, then it has the OS-positivity.

Proof. We prove Theorem 2.4 only in the case that k is any even
number because the proof on the other case is same. First we consider
when k /2 < m. Clearly for any 0 ~ m < n and any bounded Borel
function f, it holds

E[f(X(m), ... ,X(n»f(X(-m),··· ,X(-n»]

=E[E[f(X(m),.·. ,X(n»J(X(-m),'" ,X(-n»IX~~~2+l,X:t:]].

Since f(X(m),'" ,X(n» is u(X(i), k/2 < i < n + I)-measurable and
f(X(-m), ... ,X(-n» is u(X(i),< -k/2 + I,i ~ n + I)-measurable,
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using the quasi-Markov property of order k for X(n), the right hand
side is equal to

E[Ej(X(m),'" ,X(n)IX~~~2+l'X:.t:]]

x E[E[f(X(-m), ... ,X(-n»IX~2/2+1'X:.t:n

= E[EJ(X(m),'" ,X(n)IX~~2/2+I,X:.t:]2] by symmetricity

~ O.

Now we prove Theorem 2.4 when 0 ~ m ~ k/2. By Lemma 2.3, it is
suficient to show that the inequality (2.3) holds when p = k/2.

E[h(X(m),'" ,X(k/2»g(X(k/2 + 1)"" ,X(n»h(X(-m),.·· ,X(-k/2»

x g(X(-k/2 - 1)"" ,X(-n»]

=E[E[h(X(m),'" ,X(k/2»h(X(-m),'" ,X(-k/2»g(X(k/2 + 1)"" ,X(n»

x g(X(-k/2 - 1)"" ,X(-n»IX~~2/2' X:.t:n
=E[h(X(m), .. · ,X(k/2»h(X(-m),'" ,X(-k/2»E[g(X(k/2 + 1)"" ,X(n»1

X~~~2,X:.t:]E[g(X(-k/2 - 1)"" ,X(-n»IX~~~2'X:.ttll
=E[h(X(m), ... ,X(k/2»h(X(-m),··· ,X(-k/2»

x E[g(X(k/2),'" ,X(n»IX~~~2,X:.t:]2]

~o.

The proof is complete.

Now we s<:>lve the quasi-Markov extension problem for the process
with the quasi-Markov property of order k.

THEOREM 2.5. Let X(n), n E Z be a stochastic process witb the
quasi-Markov property of order k and define

X(n) = (X(n - k + 1)"" ,X(n», nE Z.

TheX(n), nE Z is an Rk-valuedprocess with tbe quasi-Markov propery.
In tills case we have X(n) = p(k\X(n», where p(k) is the projection
to tbe k-tb component of k dimensional vectors.
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Proof. Let m < n,A E u(X(i),m < i < n) and B E u(X(i),i <
m,i > n). We have to prove
(2.6)

P(ABIX(m) = im,X(n) = in)

=P(AIX(m) = im,X(n) = in)P(BIX(m) = im,X(n)X(n) = in),

where in = (in-k+h··· ,in) E R k. First we assume that m < n - k + 1.
Then the event A and B are the following form:

h (0) «0) (0») Th . h Idwere Uj = uj+k_ 1,··· ,Uj . en It 0 s

(2.7)

where

P(ABIX(m) = im,X(n) = in)

=P(A(m, n)B(m, n)IX:::_H1,X::_k+1)

A(m,n) =u[ n {(ij-l+b ··· ,im,X(m+ 1),.·· ,X(j))
o m<j<n

(
. . (0) (o»)}= tj-k+l,···, t m , U m+1,·· • 'U j

n n {(X(j - k +1),.·· ,X(n - k),in-k+I,··· ,in)
m<j<n

(
(0) (0) . . )}= Uj _k+l'··· ,Un_k,tn-k+l,··· ,tn

n n {(ij-Hb··· ,im,X(m+1),··· ,X(n-k),in- Hb ··· ,ij )
m<j<n

(
. . (0) (0). . )}]= tj-k+l,···, t m , U m+1,··· 'U n_k' tn-k+b··· ,tj
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B(m,n)=U[ n {(X(j-k+1),.··,X(m-k),im _k+1l···,ij)
j<m

m-k+I;::j

(
(a) (0). . )}= Uj _ k+ 1,··· , Um _ k , lm-k+l,··· ,lj

n n {(X(j - k +1), .. · ,X(j» = (U}~k+I'··· ,u~o'»}
j<m-k+I

n n {(ij-k+b··· ,in,X(n + 1)"" ,X(j»
j-k+l<n

j;::n-

(
. . (0) (o»}= lj-k+h··· ,In,Un + 1,··· ,Uj

n n {(X(j-k+1), ... ,X(j)=(u~~k+1'""uJO'»}]
n<j-k+l

Here we denoted {X(n - k + 1) = in- Hb ··· ,X(n) = in} by X:-k+I'
too. Since the event A(m, n) is u(X( i), m ~ i ~ n - k + 1)-measuranble
and B(m, n) is u(X(i), i < m - k + 1, i > n)-measurable, by the quasi
Markov property of order k for X(n), the right hand side of (2.7) equals

P(A(m, n) IX:::-k+l' X::_k+I)P(B(m, n)IX:::_k+l' X:-k+I)

=P(AIX(m) = im,X(n) = in)P(BIX(m) = im,X(n) = in).

Hence (2.6) holds. We now assume that n - k + 1 ~ m. Then by the
same method as above, we can prove (2.6). The proof is complete.

3. Markov random fields of order k on the lattice Z2

Intuitively speaking, the Markov property says that given the precise
knowledge of present, the past and future are independent. A natu
ral generalization, which does not require the parameter set to be lin
early ordered, is the quasi-Markov property of order k. Again intuitively
speaking, the quasi-Markov property of order k says that given the pre
cise knowledge of the neighbours of a region, the interior and exterior
are independent.
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In this section we may suggest a problem which is an extension of
Theorem 2.5 to such random fields. However the problem has not been
solved yet, so which remains open. To state the problem we introduced
the definition of a random field with the Markov property of order k on
the lattice Z2 as follows.

Let 5 C Z2 and for each k = 1,2,··· ,

where d( , ) is usual Euclidean distance and Nk is an increasing function
of k. Nk takes the values 1,2,4,5,8,9 for k = 1,2,3,4,5,6 repeetively,
i.e., N k is the square of the Euclidean distance to the farthest neighbour.

DEFINITION 3.1. X(i,j), (i,j) E Z2 is called a random field with the
Markov property of order k if for each 5 C Z2 and any
A E u(X(i,j)l(i,j) E S), BE u(X(i,j)l(i,j) E [5 n Dk(5)]C),

P(ABIX(i,j),(i,j) E D k(5»

=P(AIX(i,j), (i,j) E DA;(5»P(BIX(i,j), (i,j) E DA;(S».

The Markov property of order 1 is ususal Markov property for the ran
dom field. The random fields with the Markov property of order k on the
lattice Z2 are very importent in the theory of image analysis, computer
graphic and imformation theory (see [3J, [4J, [5] and references inthem).

PROBLEM 3.2. For any random field X(i,j), (i,j) E Z2 with the
Markov property of order k, find a function h and a random field X(i,j),
(i,j) E Z2 with the Markov property such that

X(i,j) = h(X(i,j), (i,j) E Z2.
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